
Garden of Fire Week 1: Meet the Garden Animals 

30-minutes The Rockwell Museum Garden of Fire story 

90-minutes Tanglewood Nature Center Site Visits with Rockwell Museum Animal Habitat Art 

Project 

 

Theme: Earth 

Time: 45 min teaching plus 45 min Recycled Material Habitat Craft 

 

3 min. Introductions – Who I am, my title, who I work for, and why I’m here. 

a) When you think of the Earth, what are some images that come to mind? 

 

15 min. The Earth is our theme this year- 

a) Go over the following topics with the handout 

b) History – (Talking notes) Pangea, (What is Pangea?) Plate Tectonics break up the continents, (What are 

plate tectonics, fault lines, etc.?) The plates settle, Life forms, early life is large including plants and animals, 

The Ice Age (What was the Ice Age? When did it occur?), Life regrows after the thaw and retreat of the 

glaciers, The thaw creates many freshwater lakes (Can anyone name any in our area?), Also creates hills and 

valleys (Did you know that it created the northern Appalachians and hills in our area?), Human civilizations 

emerge, Countries establish (War and competition for land), Nature is conquered and used as natural 

resources by early civilizations (Can anyone think of any inventions for harvesting? Energy? Speed?), Industrial 

Revolution, Fossil fuels/steel/iron industries emerge, Pollution builds in the air, spreads into the ground, and 

effects the health of the environment. Nature cannot keep up with our energy needs and non-natural toxins. 

c) The state of the Earth today – changing weather patterns, fluctuations in annual high and low temps, 

increasing human and animal populations, increasing livestock production and farming to feed growing human 

populations. The dreaded two words…Global Warming!! 

d) Possible state of the Earth in the future? What do you guys think the future environment of the Earth will 

look like? 

e) Emerging Technologies could help – alternative energy  

 

 

25 min. Animal Show – Animals from many different Earthly habitats – Great-horned Owl (Forest), 

Chinchilla (Mountains/Alpine Desert), Madagascar Hissing Cockroach (Soil Health for multiple habitats), 

Painted Turtle (Water/Aquatic) 

a) Each animal represents a different habitat on Earth 

 

45 min. Recycled Animal Art Habitat Project  

a) Students will use recycled materials to create an 8 x 8” 2-dimensional textured habitat of one of the four 

animals from the animal show.  

 



8 min. Project Overview and Demo – Explain project and show example picture of the different animal 

habitats.  Show recycled materials to use for creating 2-D scene and re-emphasize importance of recycling.  

We are taking garbage and turning it into art.  One way to recycle and reuse. 

Demo –  

Step 1: Pick an animal and think about what that animal’s habitat looks like.  Decide how you are going to 

design your animal’s habitat in your picture.  Is there going to be a tree, a lake, dirt, mountains, sun, clouds, 

etc.   

Step 2:  Go shopping! Take an animal template to trace and choose a handful of recycled materials to use.  

Think about color and texture. 

Step 3: Trace animal onto colored construction paper and cut it out. 

Step 4: Glue and tape materials to cardboard square to create your “Recycled Animal Art Habitat Scene.” 

25 min. Working time 

7 min. Project clean up 

 

5 min. Conclusion/Developing a plan for your watering, weeding, and harvesting 

a) Questions about water, gardening, or harvest?  Fill out questions on handout if there is time.  

b) Reminder: Don’t miss the Garden of Fire festival this year. Check with your after school program site for the 

details. 

c) Recycled Animal Art Habitat Project will be displayed at the Festival. Also, during the Festival students will 

have a chance to create a large 3ft. x 3ft. project for the Earth’s Past, Present, and Future…so cool!!! 

c) Ask what their plans are for their gardens this year? What did they plant? When will they harvest? A two-

month large calendar you can hang with a space to write in who is going to care for what part of the garden 

would be my suggestion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Garden of Fire Week 2: Wellness and Wisdom with Tai Chi Instructor Mary Gill-Scott and 

CareFirst Counselors 

Each session will be 2 hours in length at the designated youth centers. Groups will be engaged in a discussion 

about how to identify the emotions we feel and stay “grounded” in times of emotional stress.   

We will explain how emotional stress manifests in the body and how to release that through positive physical 

movement and grounding.  Audible tones will be used in conjunction with movements to help heal various 

internal organs that harbor specific difficult emotions.  

The cycle of emotion will be connected to rain like weather, Individual feelings are easier to accept and live 

with when you manage them, respond to them and don't try to resist them or deny them. Wellness and 

Wisdom will be completed in collaboration between CareFirst counselor, Carly Cushing and Tai Chi Instructor, 

Mary Gill-Scott.   

 

 

Session Outline for 2 hour workshop 

10 minutes (Carly): Welcome and Introduction 

 Manners  

 Introduce Mary Gill-Scott on how she is helping 

 

15 Min (Mary): Overview of Project 

 Brief personal background and explanation of what Tai Chi is with demonstrations as 

necessary  

 Brief overview on what group will be covered during the session 

45 Minutes (Mary): Six Healing Sounds  

 Warm up 

 Practicing of movements 

 Description of how healing sounds can positively impact major internal organs to improve 

emotional functioning (Grief, fear, anger, criticism, worry, etc) 

 Practice of healing sounds with movements added as appropriate  

 

40 Minutes (Carly): Connecting Physical Reactions to Emotions   

CareFirst counselor will lead youth in discussion about how our body manifests negative thoughts, feelings, 

and emotions, and how physical movement can begin to release those.  They will discuss their own personal 



experiences with the feelings identified above and how to ground themselves in order to remain calm, and 

flexible when coping with life’s difficult situations.  

10 Minutes (Carly):  Wrap Up 

 Final thoughts and revisiting of how this workshop ties in with the Summer of Earth 

(remaining “grounded”, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Garden of Fire Week 3: Fossilized Vessels with artist Amanda Warren and Rockwell Museum 
Educator 
 
Clay Workshop-Garden of Fire 
 
Lesson Plan: 
 
Materials:  
-Earthenware clay (Standard 104)       -Assorted wooden clay tools   
-Assorted underglazes (Amaco Velvets)   -Slip (pre-mixed) 
-Natural flora/fauna (brought in by students)   -Assorted size paintbrushes 
-Cups for underglazes (set-up in metal trays)  -small bowls & large buckets for water  
-Student journal sheets     -plastic forks & knives 
-Colored pencils for sketching    -plastic bin w/water for rinsing hands 
-paper squares for sculpting base to turn vessel 
 
Lesson Objectives: 
Students will first collect natural materials from their respective locations before coming to The Rockwell for 
their clay workshop. Next, students will observe, discuss, and reflect on ceramic pieces in The Rockwell 
collection.  Students will then create their own ceramic vessel, using pinch pot and coiling techniques, and use 
their collected, natural materials to press into the wet clay. Their vessel will then be painted with underglaze 
to add colorful designs. Finally, the students’ work will be fired and displayed at the Garden of Fire festival as 
their own permanent fossil record and utilitarian vessel.  
 

 
 
(5 min) Arrive and Welcome  
 
(15 min) Gallery Tour: 2nd Floor Southwest Lodge  
 
Observe and discuss ceramic objects in Rockwell collection. (Amy) 
See Gallery Tour document for details. 
 
(1 hour 40 min) Education Center: 
 
(2 min) Show fossils  
 
(10 min) Watch and listen to Amanda’s pinch pot and coil demo. (Amanda) 
 
(1 hour) Vessel making: 

 Journal page: Sketch a vessel that you are going to create. List the materials you brought and where 
they were found.  

 Roll a ball and use fingers to pinch clay in to pot shape for the base. 

 Add coils to the top of the pinch pot to increase height and develop shape.  

 Smooth clay on inside or outside using metal or rubber ribs.  

 Press in the gathered natural materials to the outside of the vessel.  

 Painting demo – (Amanda) 



 Brush on underglaze on whole piece (except bottom). 

 Pull out natural materials once underglaze has dried to the touch. Add name to vessel or paper base. 

(10 min) Finish work and reflect as a group about the making process. 

 What materials did you “fossilize” into your clay? What was your favorite material to press into the 
clay?  Why? 

 Imagine your pot is an artifact, made many years ago.  If your pot was to be dug up in a fossil dig, 
where it would be found (a lake, a cave, ruins, the forest etc.)?   

 Describe how your vessel may have been used (for cooking, eating, to store food in, water etc.).  

(15 min) Clean up.  
 

 
.  

 

Concepts to Emphasize: 

-What is a fossil? (noun: the remains or impression of a prehistoric organism preserved in petrified form or as 

a mold or cast in rock.) 

-What is a vessel? (noun: a hollow or concave utensil, as a cup, bowl, pitcher, or vase, used for holding liquids 
or other contents.) 
-Pinch and turn technique for making pinch pot. 
-Rolling clay to create a coil.  
-Blending the clay together to make it one continuous form. 
-What happens to organic material versus inorganic material over time?  
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Garden of Fire Week 3: Fossilized Vessels Museum Gallery Tour 

20 min 

(2 min) Welcome & Intro 

 

(3 min) What is clay? Mud or Earth 

 Gathered near riverbeds and streams – clay properties: the type of clay differs from region to region.  

Clay can be red or gray in color and it can be more stretchy or stiff depending on where it is found.  

Point to pots on display. 

 Need to add temper (sand/hay/crushed pottery shards) – to prevent the clay from cracking and 

breaking. 

 Have you ever tried to gather clay locally?  You will at one of the GoF programs later in the summer 

and you will get to make adobe bricks to build with. 

 Clay is formed, shaped, carved and painted by artists.  Sometimes designs are pressed into the clay 

when it is still soft and squishy.  

 You are going to make vessels with impressions from the materials you collected.   

Tradition of pottery making dates back to over 2,000 years ago 

(2 min) Bandelier National Monument – historic site of old Pueblo villages  

 Old pottery shards have been uncovered there – show pictures 

 Many artists use the designs on the pottery shards as inspiration for their new work – incorporate 

designs, colors and symbols 

 Old pottery shards give us a glimpse into what life was like many years ago 

o Designs and symbols – depict food, nature symbols tell us about the weather, stories 

o Avanyu – point out Avanyu on pot – horned water serpent, a snake-like reptile that represents 

the guardian of water.  Can symbolize thunderstorms and lightning.  Desert people rely on 

water for life! 

o What would you use a vessel for?  Water, food storage, seed storage, cooking & ceremonies  

o Type of clay tell us where people lived – Do you think clay from the East coast is the same as 

the Western region? 

(3 min) What is a fossil? The remains or the record of life preserved in rocks.  Almost all living organisms can 
leave fossils, but usually only the hard parts of plants and animals fossilize.  

How do fossils form?  When a plant or animal dies in a watery environment and is buried in mud and silt.  
Soft tissues quickly decompose leaving the hard bones or shells behind. Over time sediment builds over the 
top and hardens into rock.   

Natural materials, such as flowers and leaves, can be pressed into the soft clay.  The materials can stay 
imbedded in the clay as it dries.  When the clay is fired, or baked in a very hot oven, the materials burn up.  
The impressions that the materials leave on the surface look very similar to fossils.      



The pottery we have on view is contemporary, or new.  The vessels or objects were created recently, within 

the past 100 years.  Each piece is unique, is one-of-a-kind, and is meant to be displayed.  The vessels are not 

meant for everyday use.  The artists used traditional hand-building techniques to make this pottery.   

 

(8 min) Look at pottery on display in The Rockwell’s Southwest Lodge. 

All the clay vessels are made by hand.  The edges are not perfect! 

 

(2 min) Looking 

We are going to use nature as our inspiration for our Garden of Fire pots.  We are going to press the natural 

materials you found and brought here today into the pottery.  By pressing the materials into the clay, you will 

preserve and fossilize your designs.   

Think about what shape you are going to form your vessel into. Is it going to be tall, short, wide or narrow?  

Look at the symbols and shapes in this pottery to get ideas about what you might paint and design on your 

pot.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Garden of Fire Week 4: Turtle Mounds & Drumming 
 

90-minutes nature hike and turtle mound building with Tanglewood Nature Center Educator 
 
90-minutes drumming session with musician Sue Spencer  
 
 
Lesson Plan for *Make A Joyful Noise!* drumming sessions 
 
PURPOSES 
 
~ To Unite our Spirits and Rhythms by Drumming together as we express our Joy and Gratitude to the Earth for 
Her many Gifts, which give us Life 
 
~ To Explore the Sounds, Vibrations, Rhythms created by Percussion Instruments born of the Earth 
(Instruments made from Wood, Hide, Gourds, Bamboo, Seeds, Shells, Metal...) 
 
~ To Become More Aware of our Role as Guardians/Protectors of the Earth...and how Vitally Important that 
Role is! 
(Instruments made from repurposed, diverted materials will be included) 
 
~ Through Feeling Rhythms and Blending Vibrations, to realize the Earth and All Creation.is formed by 
Vibrations... 
and we are connected to the Earth, to Each Other, to Creation, through our Pulse and Rhythms  
 
~ To Compose a Chant to Give Back to the Earth in Gratitude for Her Gifts (Chant to be backed with Body 
Percussion and, possibly, Dance!) 
 
SESSION SCHEDULE  
 
~ Welcome and Introduction to Instruments and Session/What we'll be doing...          (10 min.) 
 
~ Rhythmic Warm-up to Center Us and Connect our Rhythms...          (10 min.) 
 
~ Group Drum Jams connected to PURPOSES (above)...          (35min.) 
 
~ Compose Chant to Give Back to the Earth...          (20 min.) 
 
~ Grand Finale Jam!          ( 10 min.) 
 
~ Wrap Up...          (5 min.) 
 
 

 

 



Garden of Fire Week 5: Creating with Earth Under Our Feet with Artists Tony Moretti and 

Gwen Quigley 

Each session will be 2 hours in length at the CareFirst facility. Groups will be engaged in a discussion about the 

natural materials that come from the earth (soil, water, rocks, straw, etc.) and how those can represent 

various emotions.   

We will use description and identification of emotions to relate them to the natural earth materials being used 

in the hands-on project.  We will further discuss how we can use earth and art to help us cope with the 

feelings and emotions we experience.   

Creating with Earth Under Our Feet will be created in collaboration between CareFirst counselor, Carly 

Cushing and artists Tony Moretti and Gwen Quigley.   

Session Outline for 2 hour workshop 

5 Minutes (Carly): Welcome and Introduction 

 Manners  

 Introduce Gwen and Tony-explanation on how they are helping 

 

10 Minutes (Tony and Gwen): Overview of Project 

 Overview and explanation of project  

 Education and discussion about local soil  

 Give brief demonstration for each of the stations 

1 hour (Tony and Gwen): Digging, Sifting, Creating  

 Spilt into smaller groups to prepare for stations 

 Dig local soil 

 Sift dirt, and add to water and straw mixture to be added to benches and arch 

 Create rock formations 

45 Minutes (Carly):  Symbolism 

CareFirst counselor will lead youth in discussion about the symbolism of the natural materials used to create 

the benches and arch. They will discuss how each of these connect to their own emotional experience and 

how they must be able to calm, and flexible when coping with life’s difficult situations.  In addition, we will 

discuss how using art with natural materials can positively impact coping. 

 

 

 



Garden of Fire Week 6: “Diggin’ In” and more at the Inn with Heritage Village of the Southern 

Finger Lakes 

 

The Heritage Village will provide three 30 and one 20 minute interactive programs for each participant to 

experience life in the 1800’s.  The programs will include 

 Measuring up—Links and Chains 

 Something’s Rotten—Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 

 Round and Round—Sunshine and Seasons 
 

Lesson Plans 

Measuring up—Links and Chains 

Lesson objective:  At the end of the lesson, students will be able to 

 To use a compass to find north and south 

 Measure a plot of land using links and chains 

 Identify animal tracks heading south 

 Identify the blacksmith shop and schoolhouse using compass coordinates 
.  

 

The participants will go learn about measurement at the Heritage Village.  The docent will demonstrate how to 

use a compass.  The participants will mark north, south, east, west n a site map.  The docent will demonstrate 

how to use the links and chains.  The participants will measure a plot of land or the perimeter of a building.  The 

leader will demonstrate how to use a compass to site the location of a building ie Schoolhouse NE corner.  

Participants will identify where a building is located using compass coordinates. 

 

Something’s rotten—Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 

 

Lesson objective: At the end of the lesson, the students will  

 Use thermometers to measure soil and compost temperatures 

 Create a mini compost using appropriate materials 

 Identify materials that can be recycled or reused 

 Plant heritage beans 
 

 



The participants will go to the compost pile and the garden.  The leader will demonstrate how to use a 

thermometer to measure the temperature of the garden soil and the compost.  The participants will measure 

the temperature in the two different locations.  The leader will lead a disccussion about materials that can be 

recycled or reused.  The participants will make and take a mini compost container and plant a heritage bean in 

it. 

 

Round and Round:  Sunshine and Seasons 

 

Lesson objective: At the end of the lesson, the students will be able to  

 Read a UV meter 

 Read how many watts are generated from a solar panel 

 Identify ways to protect the participants from the sun 

 State some sun damaging topics 

 Explain why we have four seasons 

 Measure the temperature in the sun and shade 
 

 

Whole group--Dirt Pudding and Bingo Review/journal writing 

 The children will gather as one large group for dirt pudding (oreo cookies, pudding and gummy worms).  
The children will play bingo to review the learning objectives of the day.  They will also have an 
opportunity to reflect on the day through a journal writing experience.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


